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Abstract- Shoulder surfing attack is the direct  observation 

of user from far distance by hacker. Traditional methods use 

personal identification number (pin) consists of a sequence 

of digits for authentication. This method is used for Digital 

Authentication of touch screen devices. The applications of 

touch screen devices include ATM machines, Smart phones 

and Kiosk. Shoulder surfing attack suffers from various 

issues, Challenges and limitations like security and privacy. 

There are various algorithms and techniques have been 

proposed in the literature to overcome these difficulties and 

still needs improvement. Hence in this work a novel 

algorithm using illusion pin with hybrid images for shoulder 

surfing attack authentication scheme has been proposed. 

This proposed method using Illusion-pin (I-pin) blends of 

two keypads with different ordering digits using hybrid 

images. The user keypads is shuffled in every authentication 

attempt. This method is used to restrict the shoulder surfing 

attack by implementing this visibility algorithm. Hence 

hackers are unable to recognize or learning the user pin 

which provides more security and authentication.  

Keywords– Authentication, Hacking, Hybrid Images, 

Illusion-Pin, Shoulder surfing attack, Touch screen devices. 

I.INTRODUCTION 

Shoulder surfing is using direct observation techniques, such 

as looking over someone’s shoulder, to get information 

without the observation of the user. Shoulder surfing can 

also be done long distance with the aid of binoculars or 

other vision-enhancing devices. Shoulder surfing is a type 

of social engineering  technique used to 

obtain information such as  personal identification 

number(PIN) as password and other confidential data by 

looking over the victim’s shoulder. This attack can be 

performed at close range (by directly looking over the 

victim’s shoulder). To implement this technique attackers do 

not require any technical skills and keen observation of 

victim’s surroundings. Crowded places are the more likely 

areas for an attacker interested to shoulder surfing the 

victim. However, the advent of modern-days technologies 

like hidden cameras and secret microphones makes shoulder 

surfing easier and gives more scope for the attacker to 

perform shoulder surfing. A hidden camera allows the 

attacker to capture whole login process and other 

confidential data of the victim, which ultimately could lead 

to financial loss or identity theft. 

Authentication schemes which are not resilient to 

observation are vulnerable to shoulder-surfing. Any kind of 

visual information may be observed, including the blink of a 

button when it is pressed or even the oily residue that the 

fingers leave on a touch screen devices. While using PINs 

are short and require just a small numeric keypad instead of 

the usual alphanumeric keyword. PIN authentication is often 

performed in crowded places, e.g., when someone is 

unlocking user mobile phone on the street or in the subway. 

Shoulder-surfing is facilitated in such scenarios since it is 

easier for an attacker to stand close to the user while 

escaping user attention. To designed Illusion PIN (IPIN) for 

touch screen devices. The virtual keypad of IPIN is 

composed of two keypads with different digit orderings, 

blended in a single hybrid image. The user who is close to 

the screen is able to see and use one keypad, but a potential 

attacker who is looking at the screen from a bigger distance, 

is able to see only the other keypad. 

Advantages are Disallow certain distance attack, Time 

saving,  Space saving, User Friendly and Touch screen 

devices. 

II.RELATED WORKS 

Research in any field requires literature review. A literature 

review is a written document that presents a logically argued 

case founded on a comprehensive understanding of the 
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current state of knowledge about a topic of study. This case 

establishes a convincing thesis to answer a study’s question. 

It will also give readers the necessary background to 

understand the research work. 

Arash habibi,et.al [1] proposed the 16 articles for shoulder 

surfing attack using graphical password. Usually the 

graphical password contain images as password. It consist of 

various techniques and methods. The limitation of  graphical 

password is huge memory storage and delay login time. 

Ankit Maheshwari,et.al [2] states that pin entry mechanism 

known as SPOSS: Secure pin based authentication obviating  

shoulder surfing. The attack is based on human based and 

recording based like camera, mobile, etc. Athanasios 

Papadopoulos, et.al., [3] states that I-pin uses the technique 

of hybrid images to blend two keypads with different 

ordering digits.  The user able to seen one keypad and the 

hacker seen another keypad.  The keypad is shuffle every 

time of authentication. 

Bagade  Om, et.al.,  [4]  proposed the color pass mechanism 

has 4 methods. Mod 10 Table Method, SSSL Method, Color 

pass Method, BW Method. Ms. K. Devika,et.al [5] proposed 

the user remember four colors as PIN to login public domain 

Rijndael algorithm is used to generate the color tabregiles. 

Furkan,et.al [6] proposed the Non-dictionary is used 

universally than dictionary.Lim kah seng,et.al [7] proposed 

the painting album mechanism involves two phases 

registration and authentication phase. In Registration Select 

one picture as theme, Use swipe color or scot scheme, User 

register their password and Click register button for 

successful registration and  its length>8. In Authentication 

Select picture or colored box, Click on login button to 

complete authentication. 

Mayuri Gawandi,et.al [8]  proposed the  secure graphical 

authentication system named passmatrix by using number of 

images that protects users from victims of shoulder surfing 

attacks. Manu kumar,et.al [9] states that Eye as password 

based on sensitive input by selecting from on screen 

keyboard using only the orientation of their pupils. Mokal 

P.H, et.a.,l [10] states the illustrate of 5 articles based on 

shoulder surfing resistant text based graphical password.  

Monali pawar, et.al [11] proposed the graphical password of 

CCP: Cued Click Point contain two phase. In Registration: 

select the cued image of 5 phases. In login: First perform the 

text login. Later graphical login has ccp with 5 phases of 

images. Nagamani k,et.al [12] proposed the text based 

graphical password. It has rotation of mouse wheel with 

clockwise and anti-clockwise direction for moving 

characters from one sector to another sector is difficult. 

Nguyer T.V,et.al [13] states that draw a pin using finger on  

the touch screen devices. Ex: mobile phone pin lock based 

on draw a pin on mobile phone for security purpose. He is 

also states that[14] draw a pin on a touch interface with 

finger Dynamic Time warping(DTW) algorithm. 

A.Oliva,et.al [15] states that to create the keypad of Illusion 

PIN with the method of hybrid images , I=Iu
h
+Is

l.
.
 
Pranjali 

waghmare, et.al[16] states that various shoulder surfing 

attacks in graphical password approach. Priyanka N 

karale,et.al [17] proposed the pass matrix is applied to 

authentication system like screen lock. It consist of two 

phase Registration phase and Authentication phase. 

Priyanka nimbalkar, et.al [18] proposed the graphical 

authentication using pass matrix has longer login  time. 

Rachna dhamija, et.al [19] proposed the Deja vu 

authentication technique creates a portfolio of number of 

images during registration phase. At the time of login user 

select those images as password. Rao M.K,et.al [20] 

graphical password using two techniques pair pass char(ppc) 

and tricolor pair pass char(Tppc).In ppc the last character 

could be the first pair pass character. In Tpcc each character 

appears in RGB. Both technique support keyboard entry and 

mouse click.  

Sae –bae .N, et.al [21] A canonical set of 22 multitouch  

gestures using characteristics of  hand and finger movement. 

Sonia chiasson, et.al [22]  proposed the cued click point 

authentication technique obtain from passpoint. In 

registration phase certain number of images are selected in 

the particular order. In login phase selected cued image is 

correct then open the next image otherwise not display the 

next image. He also explains  [23] At the time of registration 

user has to select an image and place a viewport on the 

particular part of image. Then next grid of images has to 

shuffle the viewport from one place to another. In login 

phase user select the same image as viewport password. 

Suryadevi.D ,et.al [24] proposed the session authentication 

technique for secure authentication using two technique one 

is Text password used pair base authentication another one 

is Pair of color codes used as password called as hybrid 

textual authentication.
 

Sudha .R,et.al [25] explained the pictorial password. By 

injecting the indirect pin to the system. Vaishali  jain , et.al 

[26] proposed the 3D password authentication using convex 

hull click(CHC) Point implementation. Xiaoyuan suo, et.al 

[27] refers the picture as password using two techniques are 

Recognition based and Recall based. Yadav.D.K, et.al [28] 

used the pin based password schemes on Google glass using 

either voice or touchpad input. 

Yi-Lun-Chen, et.al [29] states that text and color based 

password scheme. It consist of two phases are Registration 

phase and Authentication phase. In Registration phase user 

select text password K of length > 8 and also select one 

color. The user selected color can be choosen in 

authentication phase. Later login system display with circle, 

consist of eight colors divided into sectors. The circle have 

64 characters has randomly positioned. By clicking the 

button rotated in either clockwise or anticlockwise manner. 

Zhi Li, et.al [30] proposed the image based authentication 

using principle of ZERO knowledge proof protocol. It 

improve the primary scheme to rectify shoulder surfing 

attack issues. 

To overcome shoulder-surfing attacks on authentication 

schemes by proposing Illusion PIN (IPIN), a PIN-based 

authentication method that operates on touch screen devices. 

III. IMAGE BASED AUTHENTICATION USING 

ILLUSION PIN (IBAUIP) 

Shoulder-surfing is a big threat for PIN authentication in 

particular, because an observer to follow the PIN 
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authentication process. PINs are short and require a four 

numeric number. In addition, PIN authentication is often 

performed in crowded places, e.g., when someone is 

unlocking user mobile phone on the street. An attacker to 

stand close to the user while escaping user attention.  

In this proposed IBAUIP model, the Illusion PIN is a PIN-

based authentication scheme for touch screen devices which 

offers shoulder-surfing resistance. The design of Illusion 

PIN is based on the simple observation that the user is 

always viewing the screen of user device from a smaller 

distance than a shoulder-surfer. 

The core idea of Illusion PIN is to make the keypad on the 

touch screen to be interpreted with a different digit ordering. 

when the viewing distance is adequately large. This way, 

when the shoulder surfer is standing far enough, observer is 

viewing the keypad as being different from the one that the 

user is utilizing for user authentication, and consequently 

observer is unable to extract the user’s PIN. IPIN uses the 

technique of hybrid images to blend two keypads with 

different  ordering of digit in such a way, that the user who 

is near to the device is seeing one keypad to enter user PIN, 

while the attacker who is looking at the device from a bigger 

distance is seeing only the other keypad.  The figure 1. 

Shows that system architecture of the IBAUIP model. 

 

Fig.1. System Architecture of IBAUIP model 

Also, the keypad is shuffled in every authentication attempt 

to avoid disclosing the spatial distribution of the pressed 

digits. To create the keypad of Illusion PIN with the method 

of hybrid images and  call it a hybrid keypad. 

A. Visibility Algorithm 

The visibility algorithm receives as inputs a hybrid keypad I 

and a viewing position N in the 3D space. It returns a binary 

prediction on whether the user’s keypad of I is visible to an 

observer who is in position N. To use this prediction either 

to estimate the minimum safety distance that corresponds to 

a given hybrid keypad, or to create a hybrid keypad that 

respects a given safety distance. Algorithm provides the 

pseudocode of the visibility algorithm. 

1) Distance-As-Filtering 

 

In the first step of the visibility algorithm, we simulate the 

way I is perceived from the viewing position N by using the 

distance-as-filtering. The distance-as-filtering hypothesis 

states that we can simulate the way an image is perceived 

from a particular viewing distance by filtering the image 

with an appropriate low-pass filter. Every observer was 

looking directly at an image and his viewing position was 

completely defined by attacker viewing distance. Perception 

of an image depends on the visual angle that it subtends, no 

matter where the observer stands. 

2) Visibility Index 

The visibility index is the keystone of proposed  algorithm 

and  to illuminate its behavior and the perception behind it. 

The visibility index is the mean value of the 10 MSSIM 

index (mean structural similarity index) values from the duo 

of matching buttons. The maximum value of the visibility 

index is 1 and is obtained when the user’s keypad is 

completely out of perception. The MSSIM index follows the 

premise that the main function of the human eye is to extract 

structural information from the viewing field. This 

connection to human perception is the main reason that we 

decided to use the MSSIM index. An additional advantage is 

that MSSIM index is very easily computed. 

3) Threshold Value of Visibility Index 

 

Based on the aforementioned remarks, To set as a threshold 

v
th

 the value of the visibility index when a particular 

observer is able to marginally recognize the digits of a user’s 

keypad. Then, the visibility algorithm calculates the 

visibility index v for the inputs I and N, and compares it 

with v
th

. If v >=v
th 

,  predict that the user’s keypad cannot be 

interpreted by the observer. If v <= v
th 

, predict that the 

observer is able to interpret the digits of the user’s keypad. 

Since the threshold value will vary for different observers,  

universally use the vth value that corresponds to people with 

the strongest vision, because the observer don’t want to 

mistakenly predict that the user’s keypad is not visible when 

it is. 

 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

A. User Authentication 

 

A  personal identification number is a numeric or 

alphanumeric password or code used in the process of 

authenticating or identifying a user to a system and system 

to a user. The User PIN Authentication page enables user to 

add user PIN records into the device one at a time, and to 

edit or delete user PIN records that have already been saved 

in the device.  PINs are used in ATM transactions, secure 

access control (e.g. computer access, smart phone access), 

internet transactions, or to log in a restricted website. 

 

The figure.2 shows the customer profile information enter 

by the user to which could be used  for authentication 
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purpose. The user enter pin number can be evaluated at the 

time of pin entry into the system. To created this IBAUIP 

model for bank ATM. First user register their details then 

login to the system with required User name and   password 

later enter into the transaction based on IllusionPIN(IPIN) 

provides more security for user and its personnal 

information like user name, account number, balance 

amount, user contact number, address,etc.  

 

 
Fig.2. New customer Application Form 

 

 

The main security is user Pin number which could not be 

attacked by the hacker for viewing far distance or any other 

recording devices. 

  

If the PIN is entered incorrectly the user will be returned to 

the previous screen. When a PIN is entered correctly all 

functions that use that PIN are then accessible to the user. 

IPIN Creation 

 

Illusion PIN is a PIN-based authentication scheme for touch 

screen devices which offers shoulder-surfing resistance. The 

design of Illusion PIN is based on the simple observation 

that the user is always viewing the device screen from a 

smaller distance. 

 

Fig.3. Illusion PIN Entry System 

 

Hence image which provides more security to the user for 

resisting shoulder surfing attack.  

  

V. CONCLUSION 

 

Shoulder surfing is a major  problem where hackers easily 

hack  the user details without their Knowledge. In this 

Proposed work  IBAUIP is to  prevents shoulder surfing 

attack using illusion pin has. This proposed work is  

implemented and tested with various authenticated  users.  

And attacker cannot able to recognize or recall the user pin. 

In future work, the performance of this method will be 

tested and evaluated .  
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